
WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING FOR 
CREATIVE WRITING, ENGLISH

 AND DRAMA IN SCHOOLS

T H E

“Decamot sparks students’ imaginations and 

creates a real sense of ownership which keeps 

students engaged. The workshops enabled the 

students to show different sides to their personality 

and tap into previous experiences and feelings that 

they might not have shared otherwise.” Caroline Barber, Queen Katherine School

YOUR CREATIVE SIDE

TAP INTO AND TAME



Proven to help creative writers to unlock the stories they want to 

tell, Decamot also helps you to develop necessary life skills such 

as co-operation, creativity and being competitive.

Having written ‘The Book of Decamot’, with co-founder Gavin 

Jackson, Stanley first saw the potential for using it as a teaching 

method in schools through his work with Robert Peston’s Speakers 

for Schools programme. The method was tested through trials in 

three UK secondary schools to provide evidence for its effectiveness.

 

“I am enthused by deep and meaningful learning, 

and this is certainly what Decamot is. The sessions 

rely on discussion and participation, and through 

this I have seen the students transform, both 

academically and personally.  I would urge other 

schools to take advantage of Decamot workshops.” John Ditchburn, Guilsborough Academy



This novel teaching approach provides a framework for developing 

a unique 45-60 minute screenplay which the students can stage 

for the school or parents, or film as part of a wider media 

curriculum. Discussion, debate and collaboration are built in at 

every stage, as the students work both individually and as part of 

a team to complete the work.  

Using the Decamot Method, the students see how words spark 

different responses reflecting our varied beliefs and experiences, 

and how to harness those responses to create and develop a story 

which is way beyond their original expectations.  

The capacity to create amazing stories is in everyone; Decamot 

gives students the confidence and inspiration to liberate their 

inner-writer.  

You can read some of the finished Decamot screenplays at 

TAKES YOU FROM 10 WORDS TO A 
COMPLETE SCRIPT IN FOUR SESSIONS – 
AND LEAVES STUDENTS WITH LASTING 
COGNITIVE AND TEAM-WORKING SKILLS.

T H E

WWW.DECAMOT.COM



To register your interest in attending one of our Teach the Teacher 

sessions, or to nominate your school for a full student workshop, 

please visit our website: www.decamot.com 

Alternatively, please email us:

 stanley@decamot.com / gavin@decamot.com

use the book – available from Amazon in hardback, paperback

or ebook formats – to teach yourself the Decamot Method

and then apply this in your own classrooms.

  

take part in a three-hour group learning session where you

will be taught the method first-hand by the creators.

invite the specialist tutors to run the workshops in your

school or college over four two-hour sessions. 

s

“Doing the workshops made everyone really enthusiastic about 

creative writing, and provided a forum where we all listened to 

what everyone had to say. I would recommend the Decamot 

process and can see how I will be using the skills I learnt in the 

future in writing, but also in other areas of my life.”

TEACH YOURSELF

STUDENT WORKSHOPS

TEACH THE TEACHERS

STUDENT FEEDBACK 

@Decamot_Method


